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In Part 1 of this tutorial, you learned to create sensors and turnouts and develop a layout panel showing the
physical relation of track and block boundaries. In Part 2 you learned to create a CTC panel with a track
diagram, turnout lamps and levers, code buttons and the Logix to make it work together. Then you added
block detection sensors to the CTC panel and layout panel.
In Part 3, you will learn how to add signals to the layout panel, to use Simple Signal Logic (SSL) to relate signals
to each other, to turnout position and to block occupancy. You will also see how to add signal lamps and
levers to the CTC panel. Finally, you will create Logix to tie the CTC panel levers and lamps to the railroad
signals, over laying “Held” signals on the SSL foundation.
There are two types of signals used in modern railroading, route indication and speed indication. Speed
indication is more prevalent in the east and is useful with shorter blocks and higher traffic density. It is very
important in maintaining efficient fast speeds, especially when considering the momentum of a 1:1 freight
train. Although some model railroaders use speed indication signals on their model railroad and they do look
nice, the reality is that train momentum is not usually an issue. JMRI has a relatively new signaling option
using signal masts that you may want to explore.
For this tutorial, we will use the original Simple Signal Logic (SSL) and route indication. If there is only one
route, only one head is needed. If there are more routes, more heads are needed. To most easily understand
the two-headed signals, the upper head shows the indication for the primary route and the lower head shows
the secondary route indication.

Adding Signals to the Layout Panel
Now that we have developed block detection and assigned sensors to the blocks on the layout panel, we can
start to add signals.
1. Load the xml panel file you saved at the end of Part 2. Or you can download the xml file from Quaker
Valley web site at http://www.quaker-valley.com/CTC/JMRI_Panel_Tutorial.html.
2. We will start by adding signals to the layout panel. First we need to create signals on the signal table.
From the main menu, select Tools, Tables, Signals, Signal Heads as shown in FIG 108.
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FIG 108 - CREATING SIGNAL HEADS

3. Click on the Add button and a frame to Add New Signal appears as shown in FIG 109.
FIG 109 - ADDING NEW SIGNAL HEAD
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4. Since we are creating this on the panel only and have no signal hardware, we will set these up as
internal signals. Select Virtual from the drop down box as shown in FIG 110.
FIG 110 - VIRTUAL SIGNAL SELECTION

FIG 111 – SYSTEM AND USER NAMES

5. Enter the System name IH4EU and User Name = “SIGNAL 4 EAST UPPER” as shown in FIG 111. This follows
the naming convention I for internal and H for signal head. After that you can use whatever numbering
convention you like.
6. Click OK and your signal head appears on the table.
7. Add the lower head for this signal – IH4EL and “SIGNAL 4 EAST LOWER”. Click OK and your table should
appear as shown in FIG 112.
FIG 112 – SIGNAL HEAD TABLE

8. Continue to add the remaining two signals for the area near turnout 3. These will be IH4WM for “SIGNAL
4 WEST MAIN” and IH4WS for “SIGNAL 4 WEST SIDING”.
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9. Close the Add New Signal frame and let us start to work with these four signal heads.
10. Click on Options in the menu on the layout panel and select edit mode. You may have to resize the
panel to accommodate the menu and track diagram as shown in FIG 113.
FIG 113 – OPENING LAYOUT IN EDIT MODE
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11. Let's start by placing the westbound main signal. Note I have checked the Signal Head Icon box and
entered the System name. Right click and a signal head appears as shown in FIG 114.
FIG 114 – PLACING THE FIRST SIGNAL HEAD

12. Note the signal is backwards and in the wrong location. Right click on the signal and select Rotate
(degrees) as in FIG 115. Enter 180 for the angle as in FIG 116.
FIG 115 – ROTATING SIGNAL HEAD
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13. Click the Set button and right click and drag the rotated signal icon to the right of the main track. Place
and rotate the other signal head for the siding. If you rotate this one 140 degrees it will line up with the
track as shown in FIG 117.
FIG 117 – ADDED SIGNAL FOR SIDING

14. Now add the upper and lower signal heads. They will not need to be rotated. You may move them so
they appear to be one signal mast as shown in FIG 118.
FIG 118 – UPPER AND LOWER HEAD SIGNAL HEADS ADDED

15. Changing the State of the signals on the table will reflect on your panel as shown in FIG 119.
FIG 119 – SIGNALS REFLECTING DIFFERENT STATES
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16. Continue to add the needed signal heads to the table as shown in FIG 120.
FIG 120 – COMPLETED SIGNAL TABLE

17. Place the signals, noting to rotate and move them as required. You should have something like FIG 121.
FIG 121 – ALL SIGNAL HEADS PLACED

Now is a good time to save your panel.
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Now that all the signal heads are placed, we can develop Simple Signal Logic to control them. It is important to
have them in place, so they can relate to each other, the turnouts and block sensors. Years ago, this was a
completely manual process. Today the JMRI developers have provided a tool to automate the creation of
simple signal logic.
1. Right click on the upper left turnout, NT1. Select the Set Signals option as shown in FIG 122.
FIG 122 – SET SIGNAL FROM MENU
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2. Enter the system signal names into the appropriate fields as shown in FIG 123. Check the box to set up
logic for each signal. Do not check the box to add them as we have already done that.
FIG 123 – SET SIGNALS AT TURNOUT NT1

3. Click on the Done Box. You will get a warning for all four signal heads, as the remaining signals are not
yet defined for the other blocks.
4. Right click on turnout NT2 and set signals for it as well as shown in FIG 124.
FIG 124 - SET SIGNALS AT TURNOUT NT2

5. When you click Done on this turnout, you will only get two warnings. Because signals at NT1 are now
defined, the tool will find them and use them to complete the SSL.
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6. Check this by clicking on the westbound upper signal head for the NT2 turnout and selecting Edit Logic.
The signal logic will appear as shown in FIG 125.
FIG 125 – SIGNAL LOGIC FOR UPPER HEAD AT NT2

Let's examine this logic so you can setup others on your own. This Upper head is on the main or normal or
closed leg of the turnout NT2. So it will show red whenever NT2 is thrown for the siding. It protects sensor
IS802 which is on the main track at Weston. It protects signal IH4WM at the end of that main track at the
other end of Weston. Additional sensors and signals can be protected if necessary.
7. Complete the process of setting signals at the other two turnouts. Some warnings will be seen.
However, the last turnout NT4 should be completely defined as it relies on signals we set at the first
turnout (NT1).
8. Go back to turnout NT1 and just click done to reset the signal logic. No warnings should be received
here either.
9. Because we have a hand thrown turnout and extra blocks between Weston and Eastville, the tool
cannot complete the signal logic for all signals at NT2 and NT3.
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10. Right Click on the Eastbound main signal at NT2 and select Edit Logic. The logic is blank as shown in FIG
126.
FIG 126 – INCOMPLETE LOGIC FOR SIGNAL IH6EM

11. This signal is on the main leg of Turnout NT2, so check the appropriate circle, and enter NT2 for the
turnout. This signal protects block sensor IS804 on the straight track with turnout, so enter that. It also
protects the interlocking sensor IS902. And it protects the upper and lower signals at Eastville, so enter
IH10EU and IH10EL as shown in FIG 127.
FIG 127 – NEW SIGNAL LOGIC FOR SIGNAL IH6EM
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12. Click the Apply button and in a similar manner, fix the logic for the siding on the signal. Its logic will be
very similar protecting the same sensors and signals, just on the diverging leg of the turnout.
13. Clicking on turnout NT2 at this point should affect all three signals around the turnout. If the logic
doesn't look right, right click and edit it.
14. Add the logic for the two single head signals at NT3. Their logic is very similar, protecting blocks IS804
and IS903 and signals IH6WU and IH6WL.
15. This is a good time to disable the turnouts on the layout panel so the CTC panel will be the only control.
You may also want to disable the turnout lamps on the CTC panel.
16. From the layout panel menu, take the panel out of edit mode and resize it.
You may note that the signal logic creation tool has placed limited speed restrictions on signals on the
diverging legs of turnouts. These signals will only display approach (yellow) as the best signal. If you want,
you may uncheck the limited speed box to get a green or clear signal. Because we have created the
interlocking block sensors, we should add them to the logic around the remaining signals.
You now have a functioning APB signal system. If you throw the hardware block detectors on the CTC panel,
you should see the signals respond appropriately.
Now is a good time to save your panel.
Adding Signal Lamps, Levers and Control Logix to the CTC Panel
Now we will add signal lamps and levers to the CTC panel and use Logix to “HOLD” the APB signals we created
for the Layout Editor panel. We'll work on the CTC signal lever identified as number 4. We need to create a
group of three sensors to act as the signal lamps. And a second set of three sensors to monitor the signal
lever position.
1. Select Tools, Tables, Sensors as shown in FIG 128.
FIG 128 – SENSOR TABLE
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2. Click the Add button, leave it set to add internal sensors, check the Add a Range box, enter 41 for the
starting number and 6 for the number to add as shown in FIG 129.
FIG 129 – ADDING SIX (6) SENSORS

3. Double click on the User Name box for sensor IS42 and enter “Signal Lever 04” as shown in FIG 130.
FIG 130 – ADDING USER NAMES

4. In the same way, add user name “SIGNAL LAMPS 04” to IS 45. These user names will help you understand
when grouping the sensors in the next steps.
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5. Now repeat these steps for signal levers 06, 10 and 12 using IS61-IS66, IS101-IS106 and IS121-IS126.
Identify the Signal Levers yy and Signal Lamps yy. Your sensor table should look like FIG 131.
FIG 131 - COMPLETED SENSOR TABLE

6. Close the sensor table
7. Select Tools, Sensor Groups as shown in FIG 132.
FIG 132 – SENSOR GROUPS
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8. Scroll down to show sensors IS44 to IS46 and check those sensors in the include column.
9. Enter “SIG 04” for the Group Name and click on the Make group button as shown in FIG 133.
FIG 133 – SIG 04 SENSOR GROUP

10. Repeat creating sensor group Sig 06 for IS64-IS66 and similar groups for signal lamps Sig 10 and Sig 12.
Your table should look like FIG 134.
FIG 134 – COMPLETE SENSOR GROUP TABLE
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If you need to review or edit your sensor groups, simply highlight one at the bottom and touch the View
button. It will show the sensors in the group. The purpose of the sensor groups is to have only one sensor
active at a time. Lets create the signal lamps for the first group and see how this works.
1. Close the sensor group table.
2. Select Edit, Open Editor as shown in FIG 135.
FIG 135 – OPEN CTC PANEL EDITOR

3. Select Sensor as the icon type to add as shown in FIG 132.
FIG 132 – ADDING A SENSOR ICON
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4. Change the icon as we did in part 2 of the tutorial, using the Change Icon button at the bottom. Select
from the icons/USS/sensor directory. Drag the green-on lamp to the active position, green-off to the
inactive position and the unknown and inconsistent lamps to their positions as shown in FIG 137.
FIG 137 – ADDING THE GREEN LAMPS

5. Click on the Close Catalog button.
6. Add green icons to the panel for sensors IS44 and Is46, IS64 and IS66, IS104 and IS406 and IS124 and
IS126. Icon IS44 is the left lamp and IS46 is the right lamp for lever 04 as shown in Fig 138.
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FIG 138 – GREEN SIGNAL LAMPS IN PLACE

7. If you click on the left lamp, it will turn “on”. Click on the right lamp and it should turn “on” and turn
off the left lamp. They are part of the group.
8. Now select the red -on and red-off lamps from the catalog and add icons for IS45, IS65, IS105 and
IS125. Move them into position. Notice they are already dark as they are part of the defined lamp
sensor group.
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9. Click on the first red lamp to turn it on as shown in FIG 139. Note the green lights now go out.
FIG 139 – RED SIGNAL LAMPS ADDED

You can now turn on one lamp in the group and see the others in the same group go out. We will want to
disable all of these lamps and allow the Logix to control them. Close the Add Sensor frame.
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Now it is time to add the signal levers.
1. From the panel editor, select Multi sensor icon to add to the panel. You may have to scroll down in the
list below sensor and turnout.
2. Scroll down in the list of sensors to IS41 and drag it to the position 1 box for the left lever as shown in
FIG 140.
FIG 140 – ADDING SIGNAL LEVER 04

3. In the same way drag IS42 to position 2 for the vertical lever and IS43 to position 3 for the right lever.
4. Click on add to panel and drag the new icon to position on the lever 04 plate.
5. These multi sensor icons default to a right-left motion. Click on the left and right half several times and
you will eventually get a lever icon that will move from left to vertical to right based on mouse clicks on
the left and right side of the icon.
6. While you have the Multi sensor frame open, add levers for the other three positions, dragging IS61,
IS62 and IS63 for lever 06. Similar process for levers 10 and 12.
7. Close the multi sensor frame.
Your CTC panel is looking almost complete now. But now we need to make it all work together.
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Logix is the JMRI tool that makes all of the sensors, turnouts and signals work together. We will construct a
Logix for each signal position that will include several conditionals. Let's get started.
1. From the main menu, select Tools, Tables, Logix as shown in FIG 141.
FIG 141 – STARTING LOGIX

2. Add Logix System Name “IX04” for “SIGNAL 04” as shown in FIG 142.
FIG 142 – LOGIX IX04 FOR FIRST SIGNAL

3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on the Create Logix button.
Click on the New Conditional button at the bottom of the frame.
Enter the name “STOP” for the conditional user name.
This first conditional will be activated when the OS section or block over the turnout is occupied.
Remember that this is sensor IS901.
7. Click on the Add State variable button.
8. You have done Logix before, so select Sensor IS901 when it goes active.
9. Click on the Add Action button at the bottom of the frame.
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10. The first action we want is to set the red signal lamp on, so select sensor IS45 and set in active when
the conditional is true as shown in FIG 143.
FIG 143 – FIRST ACTION – RED LAMP ON

11. Click on the Update button.
12. We want the CTC machine to set all of the signals at this are to held. They will be released by the
Dispatcher using the lever and code button. So Add Action and select signal head and set them to held
as shown in FIG 144.
FIG 144 – HOLDING THE SIGNAL HEADS

13. Here I am using the user name for the signals. You want to hold Signal 4 West Siding, Signal 4 West
Main, Signal 4 East Upper and Signal 4 East Lower.
14. When you are done, your Logix conditional Stop should look like FIG 145.
FIG 145 – COMPLETED CONDITIONAL STOP
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15. Click on Update Conditional.
16. Check this part of the Logix by turning on one of the green lamps for signal 4. Now turn on the block
detectors on either side of the turnout 3. When the OS section goes detected, the red signal lamp
should light. Also note the signal heads on the layout editor are a different red. These red with a black
center are “held signals” They will display as red on the layout hardware, but are indicating a held due
to the Dispatcher or CTC action and not a block occupancy on adjacent tracks.
Your CTC panel and layout should look like FIG 146.
FIG 146 – BOTH PANELS SHOWING HELD SIGNAL AT LEVER 4

Now let's complete the rest of the Logix for the first signal lever. There are 4 routes the Dispatcher can line at
this signal (and 4 signal heads). We will create a conditional for each.
17. While still in the Logix IX04 for Signal 04, click on New Conditional.
18. Name this one “Signal 04 West Main.”
19. Add State variables for turnout NT1 closed,
20. another for signal lever left IS41 active,
21. another for OS sensor IS901 inactive,
22. another for the next block sensor IS801 inactive,
23. and finally the opposing signal is not set to send a train this way. This is easily accomplished by
checking the status of the signal lamp, in this case IS126 is inactive.
24. Make sure none of these variables are trigger events by unchecking these boxes.
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25. The trigger event for this conditional is to see sensor Code Button 4 is active. Your screen should look
like FIG 147. Note you can't see all action variables on the screen shot.
FIG 147 – CONDITIONAL FOR SETTING SIGNAL 04 WEST MAIN

If all of the conditions are met and the code button is pushed, we want to clear the held signal.
26. Click on the Add Action button.
27. Select the signal head for Signal 4 West Main to release the held as shown in FIG 148.
FIG 148 – CLEARING THE HELD SIGNAL

28. New instructions here
29. Now set the signal lamp on the CTC panel by adding an action for IS44 delayed to set in 5 seconds as
shown in FIG 149.
FIG 149 – DELAYED SET OF CTC LAMP

30. Click on Update and then Update Conditional.
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Now we can test this part of the Logix. With turnout lever 3 set to the left, hit the code button and the
turnout is closed. Set the signal lever 4 to the left and hit the code button. After 5 seconds, the CTC lamp
should light green. Now run a train through the interlocking by turning on the block detectors for the adjacent
blocks. Note the signals on the layout editor panel are again held. Now clear the block to the right of the
turnout, but leave the block to the west occupied. Hitting the code button will not set the signal because the
protected block is occupied. Clear the block and the code button will again set the signal.
Note that we did not deal with the turnout here. The earlier created conditional is still handling the turnout
with the first code button push. Now we can add each of the other signal conditionals. Signal 4 West Siding is
very much the same with the turnout NT1 thrown. So repeat the process and have the variable actions as
shown in FIG 150.
FIG 150 – SIGNAL 4 WEST SIDING VARIABLES

Add the actions to clear the signal head and delayed set the CTC lamp as shown in FIG 151.
FIG 151 – ACTIONS FOR SIGNAL 4 WEST SIDING

Now let us check the action of this conditional. Change the turnout lever 3 and hit the code button. Oops.
The turnout throws even though the signal was set for the main. We need to insure that there is no signal set
at lever 4. We can modify the turnout lever Logix and the Signal Logix to maintain independent operation of
the turnout.
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So add red CTC signal lamp IS45 is active as a variable to both conditionals in the Signal 4 Logix. It shouldn't
trigger the action. Also add the same variable to both parts of Turnout Logix IX03. The modified Turnout Logix
is as shown in FIG 152.
FIG 152 – MODiFIED TURNOUT LEVER LOGIX

In the same way we will complete the remaining 2 conditionals for Signal 4.
FIG 153 – COMPLETE CONDITIONAL FOR SIGNAL 4 EAST UPPER
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The lower head will be very similar, but protecting block IS803 when the turnout is thrown.
There is one more action we need to cover. If the Dispatcher needs to reset a signal, which was set, he needs
to cancel or set them all to stop first. On the prototype, there was a timer that would allow a set time to run
before the signal was dropped. I have done this on my Quaker Valley, but won't get into that level of detail in
this tutorial.
But let us modify the Stop conditional so when the signal lever is vertical and the code button is pushed, the
signal will reset.
31. So reopen the Stop conditional by clicking the Edit button
32. Add new variables for the lever is vertical or IS42 active,
33. and the OS is clear – IS901 is inactive
34. and Code Button 4 active. So the modified conditional looks like FIG 154.
35. We need to change to Mixed logic and change the first AND to an OR and add parentheses.
FIG 154 – MODIFIED STOP CONDITIONAL

36. Click Update Conditional.
37. Click Done and save your panel
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Now you need to thoroughly test all of the Logix for signal lever 4 and turnout lever 3 that you just
established. I had made a few mistakes when going through this tutorial and had to circle back and rework
several conditionals to watch the correct blocks.
For the next signal lever, I want to show you how to combine the Logix for the turnout and signal levers to
permit one code push to set both. It is very similar to the Logix we just completed, but we will copy the
Turnout 5 Logix and integrate those actions in the Signal 6 Logix. The Stop conditional will be the same as
before. Let's focus on the first new conditional.
1. On the Logix table, delete Logix IX05,
2. Click where the box Select as shown for IX04.
3. Click the Copy option and create a new Logix IX06 for SIGNAL 06 as shown in FIG 155.
FIG 155 – COPYING LOGIX IX05

4. You can use the same name STOP in IX06.
5. Change the name of the other conditionals to match signals for Lever 6.
6. So Signal 04 West Main becomes Signal 06 East Main, Signal 4 East Upper becomes Signal 6 West
Upper, etc.
7. Now edit the copy IX06.
8. Now edit the Stop conditional with the mixed logic as we just did for Signal 4. All you need to do is
change the name of the OS section, code button and signal lamp.
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FIG 156 – REVISED LOGIX FOR SIGNAL 6 STOP
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10. Click on Update Conditional and edit the next conditional for Signal 6 East Main.
11. Because we deleted the turnout Logix IX05, instead of watching the turnout NT2, we will watch the
turnout lever 5 and throw the turnout and signals using the Logix.
12. Set the turnout lever left and the signal lever to the right to make it easy to see if you have the Logix
right.
13. Then change the first variable to watch a sensor for the Turnout Lever 5. Inactive is left.
14. Modify the rest of the actions, watching IS902, IS804 IS104, IS65 and IS63. And change the code button
to 6.
15. The actions are changed to Signal 6 East Main and IS66.
16. We also want to throw turnout NT2 to Closed, so add that action.
17. The order is incorrect. Click the Reorder button, then click the First button next to the turnout. Then
click the Next button for the signal held, then the CTC lamp IS66.
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FIG 157 – SIGNAL 06 LOGIX WITH TURNOUT 5 ACTION
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19. Click on the Update Conditional button.
20. Think you have learned enough to be on your own for the other 3 conditionals?
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FIG 158 – SIGNAL LOGIX 06 CONDITIONAL 2

The turnout lever is active, and we're watching the same sensors as the first conditional. So the conditions we
are checking for in each conditional are:
1. Turnout lever position
2. Signal lever position
3. OS section unoccupied
4. Next block unoccupied
5. CTC lamp at stop
6. No opposing signal lamp
7. Code button is pushed
I hope you can work the other two out on your own. Just copy IX06 to IX10 and IX12 and delete IX09 and IX11.
Edit the new Logix to reflect the correct sensors, turnouts and signals. The purpose of the tutorial is to build o
your knowledge so you can do this on your own. If you do have questions, don't hesitate to contact me by
email.
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You have a fully functional panel now. But there are more elements that can be added to enhance it.
Direction of travel indicators could be added, but we have already set up the Logix to prevent sending two
trains into an unoccupied block. If a signal is set, the opposing signal cannot be set.
But we can add some animation to the panel. Let's add the relay send and receive lamps and audio.
1. Open the Sensor Table (Tools, Tables, Sensors)
2. Add 2 internal sensors IS991 Send and IS992 Receive as shown in FIG 159.
FIG 159 – ADDING SEND AND RECEIVE SENSORS
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3. Open the Panel Editor and add the red lamps for these two sensors at the bottom of the CTC panel as
shown in FIG 160.
FIG 160 – ADDING SENSOR LAMPS TO CTC PANEL

4. Now position these two lamps with SEND for the Control Code and RECEIVE for the indication Code as
shown in FIG 161.
FIG 161 – ADDING LAMPS TO CTC PANEL
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5. Now add a Logix IX991 (Tool, Table, Logix) called CODE.
6. Add a new conditional called SEND and add the variables for each code button IS04, IS06, IS10 and IS12
as the antecedent variables.
7. Change the Logic to OR.
8. Add a sensor action to set IS991 (SEND) active when any of the code buttons is pushed.
9. Add an action to play the audio file Code-send.wav
10. Add an action to set the IS991 sensor inactive after 10 seconds. (I initially tried 5 and found it too
short.)
11. Add an action to set the IS992 sensor active after 12 seconds. This is a little delay between the two
lamps.
12. Your conditional should look like FIG 162.
FIG 162 – SEND LOGIX CONDITIONAL

13. Now add a new conditional to control the Receive sensor.
14. Set an action to play the Code-receive.wav audio file.
15. Add an action to set the sensor inactive after 6 seconds.
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FIG 163 – RECEIVE LAMP CONDITIONAL
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17. Close the Logix and test it by hitting a code button.
18. After I tested the Logix, I changed the Send lamp on to 10 seconds, lit the Receive lamp after a 2 second
delay when the Send lamp went out and turned it off 6 seconds later. That seemed to match the lamps
to the audio on my PC. You can adjust as you please.
19. You could get fancier and only light the receive lamp if there is an action taken in the field.
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Let's take time to update the startup route to identify all panel items at start up.
1) Open the Reset Route (Tools, Tables, Routes) and edit it.
2) Examine each of the sensor groups and set the center lever or lamp active and the two on either side
inactive as shown in Fig 164.
FIG 164 – UPDATED RESET ROUTE

3) Continue to update all of the sensors to a starting position.
4) Set the send and receive sensors to inactive on reset.
5) Close the route and test it.
Now is a really good time to save your panel. You are done with the tutorial!
You may want to clean up the panel by making the lamps on the CTC panel “disabled.” Only the Logix will
control them. You can also uncheck the box on the layout panel “Allow Layout Control.” This will make sure
your Dispatcher doesn't cheat and throw turnouts from the layout panel.
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Tutorial Part 3 Conclusion
Now you have a foundation to further explore JMRI on your own. As stated up front, there are a number of
different ways to accomplish each of these tasks. For example, we did not use the Routes table until the end.
But Routes and Logix can be used in similar ways.
The panel you just constructed can still set up a cornfield meet on the passing sidings. That is give signals to
opposing trains. I eliminate that hazard on the Quaker Valley panels by setting up direction of travel indicators
and checking to see if the track isn’t already “reserved” for an opposing train. I just had to create a few more
internal sensors and include them in my Logix.

I have more information on CTC panels and the development of my panels at my web site:
http://www.quaker-valley.com/CTC/JMRI_Demo_xml.html
http://www.quaker-valley.com/CTC/CTC_Index.html
and my newest panels are at
http://www.quaker-valley.com/CTC/QV_CTCnew.html
And the JMRI yahoo group is always available at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jmriusers/
Special thanks to Dan Foltz who helped with the format of the tutorial.
If you have a question for me, contact me via email at
bob@quaker-valley.com
Bob Bucklew
Quaker Valley Railroad
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